RODENSTOCK GUARANTEES
PEACE OF MIND.

Interested? Call in for a no-obligation consultation.
As specialists for Rodenstock’s lenses, we offer you
personalised, comprehensive, expert advice.

RODENSTOCK PROGRESSIVE
LENSES.

Stop by any time – we look forward to seeing you.

The best choice for visual comfort.
house-of-better-vision.com

YOUR OPTICIAN:

All Rodenstock lenses are covered by a quality guarantee to
provide you with total security.
2 year warranty against manufacturing defects Should a lens or an anti-reflection coating prove to be genuinely
faulty we will provide a direct replacement or the nearest equivalent
at no charge.
90 days product assurance for progressive lenses If for any reason you prove to be non-tolerant to the lenses we will
issue your optician a voucher equivalent in value to the full nett
price of the original lenses to be used for replacement lenses.

Rodenstock UK Ltd
Springhead Road
Kent DA11 8HJ
www.rodenstock.co.uk

Scan to discover the House of
Better Vision

IT’S UP TO YOU.

Rodenstock has used its know-how from past decades to refine and improve its progressive lenses. Each progressive lens is a result of this
experience and made with state-of-the-art 3D freeform CNC technology. Choose your lens and benefit from improved vision.

Impression® 2

Rodenstock Perfection
Rediscover natural vision with this fully individualised
progressive lens. It takes into account how your chosen frame
fits your face, in addition to your prescription and other individual
parameters. So, you have access to much wider and ideally
arranged visual zones for all distances, perfectly responding to
your needs. A unique lens specifically commissioned for you.
Visual zone of Impression® 2 lens

Multigressiv MyView® 2

Rodenstock Excellence
In addition to excellent distance vision, this tailored progressive
lens will provide you with optimised near and intermediate vision,
as these zones are calculated according to your individual
inter pupillary distance. You will benefit from optimised vision,
providing wide symmetrical visual fields with a natural feel.
Visual zone of Multigressiv MyView® 2 lens

Progressiv PureLife Free®

Rodenstock Superior
This new generation progressive lens perfectly meets the
needs of cost conscious wearers. These lenses are made with
the latest state-of-the-art freeform technology. It will bring you
comfortable and fatigue free near and long distance vision.

Visual zone of Progressiv PureLife Free® lens

Rely on our professional know-how – always ahead in
innovation and technology

Rodenstock lenses are well known in the market for their quality and reliability and as an innovation leader, we can help to improve your visual
quality and comfort. Rodenstock is a specialist in individualised lenses having sold millions of individualised lenses since 2000.

